
Bank FAQ
What does the Honest Policy service cost?
We offer two options, one via Marketplace and the other as an integrated product into your
banking portal. Our Honest Policy branded marketplace option is free for you and your users,
but limits fees earned by the bank, and requires consumers to add the app to their portal, which
lowers conversion and subsequent bank revenue.

Our integrated option is a white-labeled version of the service, branded with the bank logo,
style, and colors. Unlike marketplace, it can automatically be enabled for all bank users, and
provides higher, and more importantly, recurring fees to banks. Pricing varies by bank size, but
is calculated to provide a roughly 50% ROI after three years. Contact info@honestpolicy.com for
details.

How does the process work for consumers?
With our Marketplace option, users must first be guided by the bank to add the Honest Policy
app to their portal. Once added, they will have access to our three modules: Insurer Research
and Comparison, Policy Quoting, and Insurance Wallet. With these, a user can seamlessly get
multiple quotes at once, do their homework on the best option for their situation, and store all
their policy information within the bank portal for reference and future re-quoting if desired.

The process for consumers with our integrated option is similar, with a few differences. For one,
the bank does not need to coax the user into adding the service since it can be enabled for all
users at once. Additionally, the service is presented as a bank branded feature, further enabling
consumer trust and use of the product.

What training is required for employees?

Designed with usability in mind, very minimal training is required for use of our services. These
instructions can be found in our Training Manual, found <here>

How are bank customers protected?

We use policy and technology to keep customers' personal information safe. First, our practice
is to share data with one company only -- the one they select as their insurance provider.

Second, our systems are compliant with the SOC 2 security framework. The overarching goal of
SOC 2 compliance is to prevent data breaches that put consumers at risk of identity theft. The
framework defines standards for safeguarding customer data across five areas:

● Protection of data against unauthorized access
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● Ongoing availability of systems so our employees can do their jobs
● Verification that systems operate as expected
● Implementation of added protections for confidential information
● Safeguarding sensitive information from unauthorized access

An outside auditor verifies our compliance with SOC 2 standards – and our dedication to
best-in-class security standards.

Consumers FAQ

What service does Honest Policy provide?
We are a consumer advocacy focused insurance marketplace where users only need to fill out
one form to get quotes from a wide range of insurance companies. To back that up, we offer
insurer research and comparison on every company in each state, even if we don’t offer their
policies for sale ourselves. To make keeping track of the details easier, we also provide an
insurance wallet where policy information for multiple policies can be stored.

How do I research insurers?
By clicking on the “SECTION” on the sidebar, users can access the insurance carrier list for their
state. Each insurance card connects to a detailed insurer profile that provides insight into ratings
from multiple sources as well as user reviews and other useful information. From the carrier list,
various companies can be selected for comparison, which leads to a breakdown page where
their ratings can be seen side-by-side.

How do I get quotes?
The “SECTION” button on the sidebar connects users to the quoting page where they first
select which type of insurance they want. From there, they fill out a standard insurance
application form, which provides multiple quotes from available insurers. Only after the user
selects the company they want do we connect them with their chosen insurer to ask further
questions and complete the policy purchase if desired.

How do I use my Insurance Wallet?
Under the “SECTION” button on the sidebar users can access their personalized insurance
wallet. Here they are able to both manually add any existing policies, as well as view
automatically added ones purchased through Honest Policy. With this they can have all their
reference documents in one place whenever the need for them arises. Further, if they ever want
to get another quote, their information is saved, preventing the need to fill out the whole
application form over again. In the future we plan to also offer a property vault where users can



photograph their possessions and store them as evidence for later if needing to make a claim
on a loss.

How is my privacy protected?
We use policy and technology to keep customers' personal information safe as a top priority.
First, our practice is to share lead data with one company only -- the one they select as their
insurance provider.

Second, our systems are compliant with the SOC 2 security framework. The overarching goal of
SOC 2 compliance is to prevent data breaches that put consumers at risk of identity theft. The
framework defines standards for safeguarding customer data across five areas:

● Protection of data against unauthorized access
● Ongoing availability of systems so our employees can do their jobs
● Verification that systems operate as expected
● Implementation of added protections for confidential information
● Safeguarding sensitive information from unauthorized access

An outside auditor verifies our compliance with SOC 2 standards – and our dedication to
best-in-class security standards.

Why can you trust us?

Honest Policy was envisioned and created as a response to a harrowing home insurance
process experienced by founder Cameron Thompson, and the realization that it’s one of the
only products customers buy without having much idea of the quality until years after
purchasing. Our goal is to track and report on customer experiences for each company to
assess their quality, as well as reduce the large inconvenience and trouble with seeking multiple
quotes, needing to fill out numerous lengthy forms to do so, and the difficulty of comparing one
to the other. We also dislike the practice of other quote aggregators who sell lead information to
multiple parties, leading to a wave of unwanted calls and spam, which is why we take the harder
and less profitable route of only selling once to the selected insurer for the benefit of the
customer. In short, we seek to provide a service that we would trust and want to use ourselves.


